Adaptive Neural Network Finite-Time Control for Multi-Input and Multi-Output Nonlinear Systems With Positive Powers of Odd Rational Numbers.
This article investigates the adaptive neural network (NN) finite-time output tracking control problem for a class of multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) uncertain nonlinear systems whose powers are positive odd rational numbers. Such designs adopt NNs to approximate unknown continuous system functions, and a controller is constructed by combining backstepping design and adding a power integrator technique. By constructing new iterative Lyapunov functions and using finite-time stability theory, the closed-loop stability has been achieved, which further verifies that the entire system possesses semiglobal practical finite-time stability (SGPFS), and the tracking errors converge to a small neighborhood of the origin within finite time. Finally, a simulation example is given to elaborate the effectiveness and superiority of the developed.